Low-frequency, high-power ultrasound treatment at different pressures for olive paste: Effects on olive oil yield and quality.
Ultrasound technology was employed to test its action on the extraction of olive oil at the industrial scale. Because of its mechanical effects, ultrasound waves were applied to the olive paste, between the crushing and malaxing operations. Comparative experiments were performed between traditional extraction processes and the innovative extraction process, with the addition of the ultrasound treatment. Different levels of pressure were tested on olive paste, using four different olive cultivars. Pressure level played an important role in olive oil extractability. When ultrasound was subjected to olive paste with a pressure of about 3.5 bar, there was a significant increase of extractability compared to the traditional process. On the other hand, there was no significant effect between ultrasound treatment and traditional technology on extractability when ultrasound at a pressure level of 1.7 bar was used.